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SUMMARY OF FINAL REPORT 

of 

Major Research Project of UGC, New Delhi 

[  F. No. 39 - 509 / 2010 ( SR ) dated 04 -  01 -  2011 ] 

In 

 Physics entitled 

Study of Photonic Band Gap Materials for the use of Broadband Microwave 

Antenna 

The whole work initiated and completed may be divided into three sections  

Section 1.  Review work based on Proposed Problem.   

Section 2.  Analytical methods / techniques used in the study of PBG structures 

for antenna applications  

Section 3. Study of the effect of PBG Structures on the performance of 

microwave antenna  

Section 1 

At the pre and initial stages of the project intensive literature survey based on 

microstrip and printed antenna, relative permittivity of substrate and substrate 

height, PBG Structure as antenna substrate devoted to develop new design to 

improve antenna bandwidth along with other figure of merits were carried out 

in a planned manner. Five review papers were prepared over these topics and 

all were published in different journals. The details are mentioned as under  

Paper 1.  “Theoretical Study of Multi  Band Microstrip Antenna”  

Published in Bulletin of Pure and Applied Physics, Vol. 28 D, No. 1, pp. 13 - 19, 

2009  

Paper 2. “Analysis of Dielectric Lens Antenna for Microwave Radiation 

Detector”  



Published in Indian Journal of Physical Science, Vol. 1, No. 1,  PP.  55 – 58, 

2009. 

Paper 3. “ Integrated E - Shape and H - Shape Broadband Microstrip Patch 

Antenna” 

 Published in Acta Ciencia Indica, Vol. XXXVI, No. 2, pp. 297 – 300, 2010.  

Paper 4.  “ Effect of Substrate Height on Compact Broadband Microstrip Patch 

Antenna”  

Published in Indian Journal of Theoretical Physics, Vol. 8, No. 3, pp. 203 - 207, 

2010.  

Paper 5.  “ Study of Effect of Shorting Wall length for Designing a Compact 

Circularly Polarised Microstrip Patch Antenna ”.  

 Published in Indian Journal of Theoretical Physics, Vol. 60, No. 2, pp. 93-99. 

2012.  

 

Section 2 

A common property of most microstrip antennas is that the element launches 

surface wave mode, in addition to the field radiated in space. For finite – size 

substrate, the surface wave power will diffract from the edges of the substrate, 

resulting in disturbance of the radiating pattern. The excitation of the surface 

waves also result in increased mutual coupling between antenna elements. 

Suppressing or reduction of surface waves will naturally improve antenna 

efficiency and cause reduction in side lobe level.  

Use of photonic crystal (PC) as antenna substrate can offer a real solution to 

the surface wave problem. PCs are a class of periodic metallic, dielectric or 

composite structures that exhibits pass and stop bands in their frequency 

response. Because of this they offer the property to forbid the propagation of 

electromagnetic waves whose frequency is included within their stop band – 

so called Photonic Band Gap (PBG). Hence if the substrate periodically loaded 

to create a PBG crystal in such a way that the frequency of the substrate mode 

overlaps the stop band frequency of the crystal, the excited substrate mode 



exponentially decays thus reducing the energy lost into the substrate. Thus an 

increased amount of radiated power couples to space waves and this 

mechanism will have the effect of reshaping the antenna pattern.  

From solid state theory, we know that semiconductors allow electron 

conduction without scattering only for electrons that have energies within a 

specific range of energy, often termed band – gaps. Electromagnetic wave 

propagation in periodic dielectric media is analogue to electron – wave 

propagation in semiconductor crystals. Although fundamentally different 

mechanism are involved, preliminary results suggest that at microwave and 

millimetre wave frequencies the propagation characteristics of these crystals  

can be manipulated by carefully designing and fabricating structures composed 

0f regions of differing dielectric constants.  

Recent developments in computational electromagnetic (CEM) methods 

including finite elements (FE) method, finite difference time domain (FDTD) 

method, finite difference frequency domain (FDFD) method, the transmission 

line matrix (TLM) and method of moments (MoM) solutions have added 

significantly to the toolbox of physicists and engineers alike. With the advent of 

general purpose electromagnetic (EM) codes, a novel solution has been 

introduced to the technical community, simulation.  

In our work, we mostly make use of  

A.       Finite – difference – time – domain (FDTD) numerical analysis 

technique  

Since it is a time- domain – method, FDTD solutions can cover a wide 

frequency range with a single simulation run. The time dependent Maxwell’s 

equations are discrtized using central difference approximations to the space 

and time partial derivatives. The resulting finite difference equations are 

solved in software.  The electric field vector components in a volume space are 

solved in given instant of time; then the magnetic field vector components in  

the same spatial volumes are solved at the next instant in time and the process 

is repeated over and over again until the desired transient or steady is fully 

evolved.  



 To implement an FDTD solutions of Maxwell’s equation, a computational 

domain first is established over which simulation is performed to determine E 

and H fields at every point in the space within that computational domain. 

Computational domain could be any materials whose permeability, 

permittivity and conductivity are specified.  

B. High frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) for Antenna Simulation  

HFSS for antenna simulation is a valuable tool in antenna design because of its 

ability to virtually design and evaluate what if scenarios. Basic performance 

characteristics such as return loss, input impedance, gain, directivity and a 

variety of polarisations characteristics can be analysed in HFSS. Its ability to 

overlay 3D for field pattern on antenna geometry provide invaluable insight 

and direct correlation between the antenna and resulting radiation pattern. 

HFSS also offers electric and magnetic field visualisation both in the near – field 

and far – field providing design understanding that is not easily available 

through measurement. With multiple advanced solver techniques to simulate, 

not just the antenna but also the effect of it interactions with the entire 

system, including the feeding system as well as the platform, HFSS is invaluable 

tool not only in antenna design but placement as well.   

 

Section 3 (Application Part) 

Paper 6. “ Transforming Maxwell’s Equations into Equivalent Schordinger 

Equation for the Photonic Band Gap Structures ”  

In this paper in analogy with Kronig – Penney model for electronic band – gaps 

in periodic potentials. Maxwell’s equations for the propagation of light in the 

photonic crystals are transformed into an equivalent form of Schrödinger’s 

equation. The propagation of electromagnetic wave through doped 

semiconductor is well represented by a  frequency dependent Drude model.  

Published in Acta Ciencia Indica, Vol. XXXVIII, No. 4, PP. 275 – 280, 2012.  

Paper 7. “ Analysis of Surface Wave Propagation in PBG Structure”  

In this paper surface wave propagation along the planar PBG lattice has been 

investigated. Two dielectric slabs clad with the planar PBG structures – one on 



a conductor backed slab and the other on a bare dielectric slab were used. The 

first TM – lattice mode has a cut – off frequency at the X – point of 11.4 GHz 

for the case of planar PBG on a bare dielectric slab and 8.4 GHz for the case of 

planar PBG on a conductor backed dielectric slab.  

Under Consideration for publication in Acta Ciencia Indica.  

Paper 8. ” Study of the Effect of PBG Structure on the Performance of Printed 

Antenna”  

In this paper it has been shown by simulated results that performance of 

printed array antenna is significantly improved by using a photonic band Gap 

(PBG) substrate instead of standard substrate. As a first steps towards 

realization of an array antenna two printed spirals have been put next to each 

other and simulation have been made with or without PBG structures. The 

improvement on the radiation pattern caused by the presence of PBG 

structure was found to be significant.  

Accepted and abstract published in Physical Sconces Section – ISCA 2013.  

Paper 9. “ Photonic Crystals as a substrate for Patch Antenna ”  

In this paper the design of a photonic crystal as substrate for patch antenna is 

discussed. Simulation results with HFSS software showed significant reduction 

in frequency dependence of the radiation pattern when photonic crystals are 

used as substrate. At the design frequency, the patch antenna on a photonic 

crystal has more directivity, less side back radiation and a smoother pattern. 

The gain in bore sight directions increases significantly. This opens the door to 

design new devices with thicker substrates of higher dielectric without losing 

performance by the undesired excitations of the surface wave modes.  

Published in Physical and Environmental Science Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 35 

– 38, 2013.   

Paper 10. “ State of Research on Using PBG Components in Radio Frequency 

Antenna System ”  

In this paper a brief survey of a recent trends and developments of radio 

frequency (RF) antenna oriented PBG research beginning with the use of PBG 

substrate for planar antenna and concluding with an examination of PBG 



structures as antenna reflector is presented. More research to resolve 

question concerning both the effect of a PBG substrate on an antenna’s 

pattern shape and the sensitivity of antenna performance to placement 

relative to PB?G lattice have been suggested.  

Accepted for publication in journal of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, 

ISSN 1934 – 737, paper No. JCHF – E 203083002.  

Paper 11. “ Study of Pattern and Gain Properties of Dipole Antenna”  

In this paper the pattern, gain and impedance properties of a dipole antenna 

located close to PBG screen as a high impedance conductor to act as an 

antenna ground plane or screen were examined. The advantage was that such 

a surface, with a reflection coefficient of +1 instead 0f -1 produced by an 

electric conductor, would allow a dipole parallel to the surface to the placed 

close to it. Investigation were made specifically how do the broadside 

directivity, pattern and impedance of a half – wave dipole parallel to the 

surface vary with the reflection phase angle.  

Published in Physical and Environmental Science Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 39 

– 40, 2014.  

Paper 12. “Study of Photonic Band Gap Structures below Infrared 

Wavelengths”  

In this paper we have been able to show that for two – dimensional square and 

triangular lattices have in – plane complete photonic bandgaps (CPBGs) below 

infrared wavelengths. The optimal one for ideal Drude – like behaviour is a 

square lattice,whereas for Drude – like behaviour in silver,the geometry is 

triangular iattice. If the lattice spacing is tuned to a  characteristic plasma 

wavelengths, several CPBGs open in the spectrum and their relative gap width 

can be large. Such structures can provide CPBG structures with bandgaps down 

to ultraviolet wavelengths.  

Published in Physical and Environmental Science Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 9 

– 62, 2014.   
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